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I met Neil Johnson many
years ago when I was
“forced” by a court appointed Ad Litem to work
with Neil to obtain annuity
quotes for minor clients for
whom we had obtained a
multi-million dollar recovery. Since then, I have always included Neil in the
mix when requesting annuity
rates and he has consistently
outperformed every other
broker. . . .
For nearly 12 years, I have
used Neil exclusively as my
settlement annuity broker
because, without exception,
he has always provided the
absolute best returns for my
clients.
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Neil Johnson Celebrates 25 Years
With over 28 years experience in structured settlements, and 25 years as an independent Structured Settlement Annuity
Broker, Neil is one of the longest standing
brokers in the industry. Neil stepped onto
the Structured Settlement stage in its infancy, at a time when the product and
process were still foreign to most personal
injury attorneys and claim professionals
alike.

Lori Watson
MERRITT & WATSON,
P.L.L.C.

Neil Johnson is the champion for Plaintiffs in creating the absolute best scenarios to make the most
out of their litigation recovery while safe guarding
it! He brings to the table
Emerging from 16 years in casualty
not only years of expericlaims management where he was introence, but more importantly
duced to "structures" from the "user/purchaser" side, Neil quickly
a compassion and underbecame both a resource and educator within the industry. He has
standing of what Plaintiffs
presented to the National Structured Settlement Trade Association
(NSSTA), conducted local classes approved for CLE credit, testi- have suffered. . . . He goes
above and beyond to listen
fied before the Texas Senate Jurisprudence Committee and acto the Plaintiffs’ needs and
cepted speaking engagements before bar associations, various
desires and structures opcommittees and many law firms.
tions that best suit their
circumstances, and then
Neil and Leah, his wife of 45 years, reside in Allen, TX. They
ensures that they comhave three living children and five grandchildren. Neil and Leah
have traveled coast to coast, border to border on a touring motor- pletely understand the
benefits.
cycle. Neil has participated in activities such as hang gliding,

scuba diving, parasailing, and sky diving. Other "off the field,”
interests center around faith and family. He and Leah are members of Stonebriar Community Church in Frisco, and Neil serves
In addition, Neil is always
responsive, works tirelessly on the board of two foreign mission organizations. He has served
as an interim pastor, and taught Bible in churches and home
to provide multiple quotes
groups for 50 years. He recently traveled to China to co-teach
for various structures, and is
Bible classes in a Chinese seminary.
always more than punctual
when providing quotes and
testimony for prove-up hearings. He has earned my trust
and respect, and has most
certainly earned the trust and
confidence of most court
appointed Ad Litems and
Dallas County Courts. I can
offer no higher recommendation or praise for any annuity broker.
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Today, in an unfavorable investment climate, Neil again leads the
professional charge in promoting unique financial solutions and
structured settlement strategies to meet the current and future
needs of families disrupted by unexpected tragedy.
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Neil is also indispensable
to Plaintiffs’ attorneys. He
makes himself available to
take our calls anytime, and
jumps through hoops to try
and find a solution to often
times difficult situations. I
have been very blessed to
have Neil work with me on
cases for over 14 years.
Any Plaintiff’s attorney
that works with Neil is
bringing a major benefit to
their client by having Neil
involved.

